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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with one important aspect of Artificial Intelligence, 

knowledge representation and reasoning. Problems like knowledge representa- 

tion hypothesis, production systems, and the proceduralist and declarativist con- 

troversy are discussed. The conventional concept of Al system is based on a 

model where the reasoning and knowledge base are separate. A different model 

is proposed in this thesis. In this model, the sensory knowledge is considered the 

basic elements of the knowledge base, and the higher level knowledge form a 

hierarchical structure. Reasoning power, in this model, is only part of the, 

knowledge structure. 

A frame-based knowledge representation system, WenLy, is presented. It is 

designed to construct a knowledge base from the bottom up, which is conformed 

to the proposed model in this thesis. The unique characteristic of WenLy is that 

its reasoning is accomplished by the code imbedded in the knowledge base 

instead of a separate inference engine. This is the correct approach according to 

the knowledge structure model herein proposed. 

An example of the application is shown. WenLy can be used by a robot to 

represent the robot's understanding of the outside world. The understanding, 

however, is limited by the bandwidth of the perception capabilities. It can be 

shown that the conflict between the declarative and procedural aspects of 

knowledge can be resolved by following the proposed model. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FOUNDATION AND SCOPE 

Knowledge representation and computational reasoning are two impor- 

tant issues in Artificial Intelligence (Al) research. In the past, research in the 

two fields was performed separately. In this thesis, a view towards the 

definition and formulation of knowledge representation problem and discus- 

sions of a tentative model to the problem are provided. Also included is a 

design of knowledge representation language, WenLy, which incorporates 

some ideas from the model. A general learning scheme for this type of , 

representation and reasoning structure is investigated under the scenario of a 

master directing his robot servant. This shows the relevance between high 

level knowledge and a conventionally deemed low level task - navigation. 

However, confusion exists in the realm of Al research, every person having 

hislher own conviction of what Al represents. Therefore it is necessary to lay 

out a general view of Al, and to depict a general idea of what the problems to 

be considered are. The main concern of this chapter is exactly to clarify some 

ideas or terms that may cause confusion through the following: a review of the 

term Al; discussion of the basis for Al, the knowledge representation 

hypothesis; an introduction to a tentative model of Al; representation; a review 

of previous navigation and learning research. 



1.1 Artificial Intelligence 

People talk about Artificial Intelligence as if they knew exactly what each 

other is talking about. Actually it is not the case. A1 as a discipline is still as 

ill-defined as the problems it is supposed to solve. It is very young, so young 

that its appearance and substance have not yet reached a stable state. When 

people of different backgrounds talk about Al, they tend to approach it in 

whatever ways that are most familiar and convenient to them. Hence Al 

seems to be a term with many meanings. 

Computer scientists usually define A1 as "the study of intelligence using the 

ideas and techniques of computation" [25]. The phrasings of definitions vary, but 

they all have one common point -- they are vague. This can be explained if 

we look at the development of A1 and examine the activities involved. 

During the past thirty years, after the term "Al" was coined, research in 

this area has been through ups and downs. It started out in game playing [ l ] ,  

theorem proving [2], and then general problem solving [3]. As it progressed 

and computer techniques improved, new areas, such as expert problem solv- 

ing 141, [5], [6], perception (vision and speech), and motion (robotics), were 

investigated. In each of the areas mentioned above, researchers have 

designed various systems to achieve the goals within that particular area. For 

instance, MYCIN [4] used rule-based backward chaining to help diagnose 

blood diseases. It has certain knowledge in the particular area, it also 



displays certain level of competence in that area, but it is far from being intelli- 

gent. The first problem identified was that it had not enough knowledge -- 

knowledge about common world, which McCarthy called "common sense 

knowledge" [7]. But the next problem is even more decisive: the reasoning 

mechanism is too simple. Yet another problem is that MYCIN cannot com- 

municate with the patients, not even with the doctors, and it cannot learn 

quickly enough to acquire proper amount of knowledge (common sense or 

expert knowledge). In other words, its communication bandwidth is too nar- 

row. 

MYCIN, like many other Al projects, failed in the sense that it did not 

measure up to the initial expectations. It did, however, like other failed Al pro- 

jects, provide clues for us to understand what on earth it is that we are getting 

at. Experience also tells us: We must look at a bigger picture before we pick 

up a subject and jump into it; previous failures in Al were caused partly by this 

reason. When a person is engaged in one Al problem, say, production sys- 

tems, he tends to believe that Al will be solved if  he could solve problems in 

production systems (see arguments made by Dreyfus et al. [8], and Winograd 

et al. [9]). 

In view of the confusion in Al research, the vagueness in various 

definitions is understandable. Nevertheless, the author regards it necessary 

to lay out his concept of Al before discussing the areas in Knowledge 

Representation or Computational Reasoning. A qualitative model of Al will be 



defined in order to set terms within which more detailed discussion can be 

developed. A qualitative model provides the space for imagination and links 

to a common mental image (of whatever subject being interested). Examples 

can be found in the Cell Doctrine in Biology or the Doctrine of Atomism (refer 

to [ I  11). A proper model, likewise, will benefit A1 research for it helps people 

recognize the problems and pose appropriate anticipations. 

1.2 The Knowledge Representation Hypothesis 

The basis of Al research, as hidden behind the ideas of artificial intelli- 
I 

gence, (in [3], [10], [ I l l ,  [23]) is what Brian Smith called the Knowledge 

Representation Hypothesis which goes as the follows: 

Any mechanically embodied intelligent process will be comprised of structural 

ingredients that a) we as external observers naturally take to represent a pro- 

positional account of the knowledge that the overall process exhibits, and b)  

independent of such external semantical attribution, play a formal but causal 

and essential role in engendering the behavior that manifests that knowledge. 

[lo1 

It is natural to wonder whether the knowledge representation hypothesis 

is true or not. But this fundamental and difficult question has been discussed 

by the human being for as long as there were knowledge representation tools 

such as written language. It is quite possible that people will have to debate 



over this matter for many years to come. This is not the place to pursue it, 

rather, we can weaken the position of the hypothesis; instead of claiming that 

knowledge is necessarily represent-able, we should lower the tone and claim 

that knowledge is possibly represent-able. 

1.3 Al : A System that Knows 

Most of contribution of past Al research, other than some programming 

techniques, is that it helped identify three types of problems in Al: perception, 

motion, and knowledge processing. Three types of functional units are required . 
to solve the three types of problems respectively, namely, the Perception Unit 

(PU), the Motion Unit (MP), and the Knowledge Processing Unit (KPU). 

Perception is still one of the most difficult problems in Al. By separating it 

from the knowledge part, the author means to identify the difference in per- 

ceiving (for example, seeing something) and knowing. The function of the 

perception unit is to perceive the outside world, without any meaning associ- 

ated with the things they perceive. For instance, a computer vision system 

only needs to be able to recognize and distinguish different objects. Inter-unit 

links between images (in a vision system) in the perception unit and their 

meanings in the knowledge processing unit serve the need to know what it 

sees (perceives). 



The same thing happens to motion, however, the word motion here 

means more than moving arms to fetch something, it includes any possible 

way for a system to convey messages to the outside world. A print-out on the 

monitor or voice from the speaker can be viewed as motion. 

If knowledge can be represented in some form then we can build a 

representational system that embodies proper knowledge (represented in a 

form) and, by use of its knowledge, manifests intelligence. Of course, the 

word "intelligence" is old and vague, yet in a way that is how it should be. The 

concept of intelligence is better explained as how we use it instead of what it 

really means. 

Some people will argue that the Knowledge Processing Unit (KPU) 

should be divided into a processing unit and a memory unit. The processing 

unit is the mysterious "intelligence" (or the "self", the "soul") while the memory 

unit serves as a knowledge base. Rule-based systems are a development 

out of this concept. By assigning only one unit to handle knowledge, the 

author suggests that the "soul" of intelligence is the knowledge itself. With the 

knowledge organized in a certain way, the "soul" is only a packet of 

knowledge which is active at that time. Active knowledge packets have links 

to related knowledge packets and to the motion and perception units. More 

details will be discussed in the next two chapters. 



1.4 Representation 

As many people might agree, one of the most crucial phases of problem 

solving is to have a good representation of the problem. By representing the 

problem in a way that we understand, we can apply techniques that are 

already in our grasp. 

Representation is a way of representing any objects (or concepts) with 

symbols. Natural language is the most common way of representing our per- 

ception of the surrounding world. But it has to be a re-presentation in the 

knowledge processing unit (KPU) of our perception so as to serve as a rem- 

inder of our perception unit (PU) in later time. When the system think of the 

sun (in KPU), the inter-unit link points to a node in the perception unit which 

links to image of the sun. This is also true for the motion unit; the movements 

of hitting a ball are linked to the meaning of hitting a ball. 

Representation is a form of abstraction. It is possible for two persons 

both of who know what the sun looks like and use a simplified symbol to refer 

to the sun by using that symbol. This abstraction of the meaning of the 

objects, though conveys the message to most people, has hardly any mean- 

ing to a person who has never seen the sun before. Of course, the person 

who does not know the sun can learn it by referring to other symbols that he 

knows. The sun thus formed in his mind, would still be quite different from the 

real sun. 



1.5 Problems in Robotic Navigation 

Based on the qualitative model of All let us examine its knowledge pro- 

cessing unit by way of an example without concerning ourselves of the per- 

ception and motion units. Below, previous approaches of this problem are 

reviewed and show that a fuller view should be taken. 

Robotic navigation is one of the hard problems in realizing task level pro- 

gramming for a robot. Task level programming means the robot is instructed 

in terms appropriate to the task as well as convenient to a human. 

The navigation is the problem occurs when a robot is given a task and it 

has to move from one place to another in order to accomplish that task. The 

path-finding problem deals with the navigation of a robot through a known 

space. This problem has been extensively studied by many researchers -- 

Brooks [12], Brooks et al. [13], Gouzenes [ I  41, Lozano-Perez [IS], and 

Lozano-Perez et al. [16] are some of the most important contributors. 

Another problem deals with the navigation of a robot through an unknown 

space. Contribution to this problem can be found in Chattergy [17], Crowley 

[ I  81, Giralt et al. [ I  91, and Oommen et al. [20]. As pointed out in the literature, 

the navigation through an unknown space involves activities such as model 

acquisition and learning, sensing, etc., which are absent in the path-finding 

problem. 



All of these algorithms and data structures proposed are similar in one 

aspect: they adopt an analytical approach. In Oommen et al. [20], for exam- 

ple, they set constraints on the obstacles which make them disjoint convex 

polygons, and they represent the space (terrain) with the visibility graph which 

is learned by the robot as it traverses the space (terrain) by a hill-climbing 

algorithm. After the learning of the visibility graph is completed, the navigation 

problem is converted to a shortest-path problem on a weighted graph. 

1.6 Navigation and Learning 

There are two drawbacks in the approach that prevent it from reaching 

success. One is that many navigation problem solvers treat the space as a 

meaningless world; there are only obstacles and free space, represented by 

mathematical functions. This representation fails to convey any meaningful 

information to the robot. It is, of course, a very powerful means for a human 

to abstract the information from the real world, but this abstraction is based on 

the abundantly available information and directed to a specific application. 

For the robot, however, the mathematical functions are all it has. Thus, while 

the human finds it helpful to have the aid of an additional level of knowledge 

abstraction, the robot is at a loss with too little information. 

The second problem arises from the way navigation is defined; a destina- 

tion is assigned and the robot is asked to get there. One does not express 



the concern on how the robot is going to know where the destination is. 

Under this constraint, the so-called autonomous robot is degraded into a 

remote controlled vehicle. However, navigation should be an integral part of 

other activities. When a robot is asked to fetch a coke, for instance, it should 

be able to decide for itself where it would go to get the coke. Also, a position 

in a space does not mean much for a coke. Does it mean the center of the 

aluminum can, or any geological point? 

A more complex underlying data structure is needed to enclose more 

meaningful information regarding the environment. The navigation problem 

should be viewed as an integral part of the operation of intelligent robots; for 

navigation often implies procedures for higher level objectives, such as fetch- 

ing a coke from the kitchen or repairing a disabled satellite. 

Therefore, a knowledge based program is desirable as the backbone not 

only for navigation of the robot but also for other aspects of the life style of an 

intelligent robot. 

It is extremely important, however, for a robot to learn to perform in an 

everchanging world as, for example, in navigation. This leads us to a more 

fundamental topic, namely, learning. 

Many works in learning have been produced. Among them are Samuel's 

checkers program[l8], Winston's learning through simile[l9], Davis' 

TEIRESIAS[8], and Lenat's AM[20]. 



The way we look at learning is to use the same representation scheme 

as will be used for navigation. The coherent data structures can facilitate the 

navigation part to take advantage of the learning part. Considering these fac- 

tors and our quest for autonomous robots, the knowledge processing capabili- 

ties are essential. Navigation usually is needed when the KPU has decided 

what it is going to do for its missions [21]. This problem will be used as a 

background to illustrate when learning is needed and how it is to be achieved 

in the knowledge representation and reasoning mechanism under the three 

unit model. 



CHAPTER 2 

STRUCTURE OF KNOWLEDGE 

In this chapter, the fundamental problems in knowledge representation are 

examined. The development of computational knowledge representation from its 

inception to its current state is reviewed, and a structure is presented along with 

the Al model of three units (KPU, PU, and MU) 

2.1 Review 

As mentioned earlier, the basis of Al lies in the belief that knowledge can, 

indeed be encoded into symbols. However, it has been a topic of debate among 

Al researchers on whether our knowledge is a "knowing that" or a "knowing how". 

The different concepts also lead to different implementations of knowledge 

representation systems. 

The Micro-world - the Proceduralism and the Declarativism 

On one side of the debate are the proceduralists who assert the "knowing 

how" characteristic of our knowledge. The human information processor is com- 

posed of numerous programs that embody the know-hows. Each and every word 

(symbol) of the vocabulary is a piece of program which does the work the word is 

supposed to mean (or do). What a person knows about baseball games or tying 

shoestrings exists within the set of programs for all sorts of related operations. 



To prove the point, Winograd [35] designed SHRDLU which simulates a robot 

operating in a blocks-world (also called the micro-world). A person can engage in 

a dialog with the computer asking questions, issuing commands, and making 

statements. 

When the person issues a command, 

:: pick  up  a b i g  red block 

the verb "pick" is actually understood by a piece of code as shown in Figure 

2.1. The system answers "OKII when it carries out the command. In order 

to pick up the red block, it has to clear off the top of the block by finding a space, 

for the green block on top of the red one and moving the green one away. 

The declarativists, on the other hand, believe that knowledge of a subject is 

not bound by the procedures for its use. Intelligence, as they see it, rests on two 

bases: a general set of procedures for manipulating facts of all sorts, and a set of 

facts describing particular knowledge domains. The procedures are then applied 

to the facts to make deductions. 

In implementation, rule-based expert systems are based on this concept. An 

inference engine and a set of facts (and rules) are all that are needed. The infer- 

ence engine does nothing other than matching patterns with facts or rules and, 

then, reasoning. 



Rl/XCON [5], for example, has a forward chaining inference engine and a 

set of rules specializing in configuration of VAX computer systems. The infer- 

ence engine includes a pattern matcher and a unifier which have no specific 

relevance to the applications in computer configuration. But the rules and facts 

are closely related to the task and, in fact, are extracted from experts in the field 

(assuming that knowledge can be encoded into not only symbols but rules 

specifically). The rule in Figure 2.2 is only one of the 3500 rules in XCON. In 

general, rule-based expert systems are products of declarativism and the Pro- 

gramming in Logic (PROLOG) language is a programming aspect of the concept. 

I 

Knowledge Representation 

The early success of both sides was because (and to the extent that) the 

relevant domain had been well circumscribed in advance, with all the significant 

facts, questions, and options already laid out, and related by a comparatively 

small set of explicit rules - in short, because it is a micro-world. Noted Minsky and 

Papert for this stage of Al research: 

Each model - or "micro-world" as we shall called it - is very schematic; it talks 

about a fairyland in which things are so simplified that almost every statement 

about them tvould be literally false if asserted about the real world. [8] (p.74) 

By the early failures, people came to understand that tour-de-forces in pro- 

gramming are exciting but not promising. Since they both failed, when a more 

synthesized plan callframes was proposed by Minsky [27], it seemed promising. 



The essence of frames is that knowledge should be organized around con- 

ceptual entities with associated descriptions and procedures. A description is 

able to represent partial knowledge about an entity and accommodate multiple 

descriptors which can describe the associated entity from different viewpoints. 

An important way of description is by comparison with a known entity, with spe- 

cial specification of the described instance with respect to the prototype. 

Reasoning is dominated by a process of recognition in which new objects 

and events are compared to stored sets of expected prototypes, and in which 

specialized reasoning strategies are keyed to these prototypes. Intelligent pro- 

grams require multiple active processes with explicit user-provided scheduling! 

and resource allocation heuristics. Information is clustered to reflect use in 

processes whose results are affected by resource limitation and differences in 

information accessibility. 

A knowledge representation language should provide a flexible set of under- 

lying tools, rather than embody specific commitments about either the represen- 

tation or the processing strategies of specific areas of knowledge. In other 

words, the problem is now "how to organize and represent knowledge so that it 

may be used effectively by a computational system?" 

Research in knowledge representation has been active since 1975. It 

sparked many applications: knowledge engineering tools such as KEE, OPS 5, 

ART, and LOOPS, machine architectures such as NETL, The Connection 



Machine, and new programming methodologies such as object-oriented program- 

ming. But when it comes to how successful it is in achieving its goal, namely, to 

capture human knowledge, the Dreyfuses suggest (p. 99) [8]: 

As we see it, all these problems are versions of one basic problem. Current AI is 

based on the idea, prominent in philosophy since Decartes, that all understanding 

consists in forming and using appropriate representations. Given the nature of 

inference engines, Al's representations must be formal ones, and so commonsense 

understanding must be understood as sor?ze vast body of precise propositions, 

beliefs, rules, facts, and procedures. Thus formulated, the problem has so far 

resisted solution." 

According to them, the failure of knowledge representation is because the 

assumption that knowledge can be symbolized is incorrect. This assumption 

starts with Plato's separation of the intellect or rational soul from the body with its 

skills, emotions and appetites. Aristotle continued to separate the theoretical 

from the practical, and defined man as a rational animal - as if one could 

separate man's rationality form his animal needs and desires. [8] [36] 

The Dreyfuses argue that the rational soul and the body are inseparable 

one. The knowledge representation hypothesis, as they see it, is flawed by over- 

looking 

a) the importance of the sensory-motor skills in the development of our ability 

to recognize and cope with objects, 



b) the role of needs and desires in structuring all social situations, 

c) the whole cultural background of human self-interpretation involved in such 

ability as simply knowing how to pick out and use chairs. 

They spell out their view in the prologue for their book Mind over Machine [8] as 

"The Heart has its Reasons that Reason does not know." 

Indeed the knowledge representation enterprise leaves out two crucial 

aspects of intelligence - perception and motion - but it is still too early to conclude 

that "knowledge" cannot be "known" to us, or the computers, if we reformulate 

knowledge representation and Al. 

2.2 The Three Unit Model 

Conventional Al research is also concerned about perception and motion 

problems, but it treats them as yet another representation and reasoning prob- 

lem. One example is Waltz's algorithm for labeling line drawings [37]. According 

to the formulation of the problem, seeing something is simply information pro- 

cessing, abstracting meanings (and thus understanding) from raw data. To 

remember the scene is to memorize the "symbolic descriptions or features" 

extracted from the scene. 

The system conceived by the above formulation is typical of conventional Al 

systems which can be described as the Sherlock Holmes and Friends model. In 

this model, Sherlock Holmes is the rational soul (the inference engine) who 



solves the case by precise inference upon the facts (the knowledge base) pro- 

vided by his clients or Dr. Watson. If we consider line labeling as a case, then 

the algorithm is like Sherlock Holmes trying to label the lines without seeing. 

Because the Sherlock Holmes model has failed to achieve the goal of simu- 

lating intelligence, we need another model that is based on the knowledge 

representation hypothesis but also "knows" what it knows. For example, in the 

Holmes model the meaning of the symbol representing the sun might be 

explained by links to other symbols such as: "the star that is the central body of 

the solar system," "sunlight," and "any self-luminous heavenly body." These sym- 

bols are in turn explained by other symbols. The theory behind this is that, 

knowledge can be (and is) stored and processed in a formal way, without con- 

cerning the extensions of the symbols, as long as the symbols are processed 

consistently. 

2.2.1 The Meaning Delta 

Three functional units are needed to simulate intelligence: the perception 

unit (PU), the motion unit (MU), and the knowledge processing unit (KPU). The 

block diagram is shown in Figure 2.3. The knowledge representation hypothesis 

is still followed in this model. It is not, however, followed in the same way as in 

the Sherlock Holmes model. Here, knowledge is not necessarily at the concep- 

tual level, but it could be an encoded image of the real world. 



All three units are similar at the computational level. They have many active 

processing elements (PE's) that fulfill their duties, and keep trying to call upon other 

units for attention. The functions of those PE's depend on their specialties; color 

recognizer only recognizes color. Together the PE's constitute the state of the 

mind (system). 

Suppose the PU can only detect three different properties: shape, color, and 

size. Then it has three PE's each of which is responsible for one function. The 

state of the PU can be represented three tuple form: 

( shape, color, size ) <----- x 

Therefore, seeing a big red ball would make the tuple: 

x = (round, red, big) 

The process of getting the description like "round" can be computational or asso- 

ciational. image processing while associational methods are associate 

Suppose the KPU uses these words to describe shape, color, and size, that 

is, it uses the word round to describe the concept round, and 

red <---> red 

big <---> big 

and x =the sun 

then we have 



sun = (round, red, big) 

For the motion unit, assume it has two degrees of freedom: up and down, 

left and right. The tuple y makes up the state in which the system sees the sun, 

y = (right, up) 

At a certain time, the whole system has only one combination of processor 

states, thought each PE is independent of the other PE's in other units. As the 

PU is watching the sun, perceiving its "redness", the KPU can think of green 

trees, and ignore the stimuli from the "color" PE of the PU. 

However, when the KPU looks at the sun, the state of the mind at this time 

would be as depicted in Figure 2.4, it is called the meaning delta. Memory of ' 

"sun" in the KPU is shown in figure 2.5. 

The knowledge about the sun is from the perception unit which distinguishes 

the red ball in the sky from the clouds, the trees, and the hills. The image of the 

sun is really what we know about it. The memory of the image in the PU is linked 

to a node in the KPU and a node in the MU. The node in the KPU indicates that 

it is the "sun" while the node in the MU remembers how it was to look at the sun. 

Therefore, the meaning of an object is actually represented in different symbols in 

three different places and these symbols are interconnected by links which serve 

as association reminders (refer to Figure 2.6). Whenever the KPU is reminded of 

the sun, the links will remind the system of the image cf the sun and how it last 

time observed the sun. 



2.2.2 Representing Concepts 

This model represents objects in three units based on direct information from 

the PU, but what about concepts that cannot be detected by the PU, like "hot"? 

This situation is similar to telling a blind person what the sun is. 

Xun Zi [39] opposes to the concept that understanding can be formal. His 

view towards knowledge representation is that concepts that cannot be somehow 

linked to true experiences (PU) are shaky and unreal. Su Shih [40] supported 

this idea. He used the blind man and the sun as an example to point out that for 

the blind man any descriptions that relate "sun" with either candle (light) or pan . 

(shape) are no help in forming a correct mental image of the sun. Nevertheless, 

as the understanding of the world gets deeper, higher level knowledge is formed 

and consequently a representation scheme required. 

Take the previous example. If the KPU "knows" the sun is "hot" through 

means other than its perception unit, then "hot" must be related to one of the con- 

cepts in the KPU. Although the system may never feel hot, it nevertheless knows 

that the sun is hot. 

Capabilities such as imagination, creativity, ..., are directly supported by this 

scheme. Due to the fact that the PE's are independent of each other, they can 

virtually come up with every possible combination. For example, the nodes in 

KPU can think of the redness of the sun which will make the PU "replay" the color 

red, while it thinks of the shape of a tree which makes it "see" a red tree. Or it 



can think of the moon and the state of resting, and make a scene of the moon 

resting. 

2.2.3 The Sherlock Holmes and Friends Model vs 

The Three Unit Model 

Present Al systems follow the Sherlock Holmes model in simulating intelli- 

gence. This model can be explained as in Figure 2.7. The real world problems 

(the cases) are presented in symbolic form, i.e., stories in newspapers (read by 

Watson), recounts of his clients, and the clues that he found by himself. There- 

fore, the system does not really understand the knowledge because it does not * 

experience the cases. 

Sherlock Holmes could solve the cases from symbolic descriptions of what 

happened because he is more than a precise inference machine. When simulat- 

ing intelligence, we should simulate Sherlock Holmes himself instead of "Sherlock 

Holmes solving a case." 

2.3 Structure of Inheritance 

The primitive unit of knowledge is the "object" which represents a thing that 

is perceived by the PU. A link from the PU points to a node in the KPU whose 

meaning is the object. The sun is labeled as an "individual" object in the KPU, 

which means it represents an object perceivable by the PU. 



There are other types of things which are not characterized as individuals 

such as the concept "computer." A computer is not directly related to any physi- 

cally existing object; rather, it represents a class of objects; we shall call it a "con- 

cept" in the knowledge base. 

There is an important property of concepts: they can be grouped into 

classes. Take figure 2.8 for example. The arrow from microcomputer to com- 

puter means microcomputer, which is a kind of computer, is a subclass of com- 

puter. We say that microcomputer specializes computer. Conversely, we say 

computer is a generalization of microcomputer. 

Specialization of a concept will often result in a relationship called "inheri- , 

tance." lnheritance may be multiple. A microcomputer specializes the concept of 

both computer and electronic device. The inheritance network after several 

nodes are added might look like the one in Figure 2.9. 

lnheritance is important to the knowledge base because it provides a way to 

reduce redundancy in memory space. Let us denote inheritance as <-. The 

inheritance relation satisfies the following: 

(1) reflexivity: A c- A 

(2) antisymmetry: if A <- B, and B <- A then A = B 

(3) transitivity: if A <- B, and B c- C, then A <- C 

for all A, B, C as concepts in the inheritance network. 



We can take advantage of this property to check for the correctness of the 

network. An algorithm that does an exhaustive check for the three properties 

could be used (like the one in Figure 2.10). But when we consider the nature of 

this network, there are two ways to look at the correctness problem. If we use 

the network as a knowledge engineering tool, that is, as a way to capture the high- 

level, abstract concept and reasoning in problem solving, then the correctness 

problem should be maintained more vigorously. On the other hand, if our goal is 

to simulate knowledge structure under the three unit model, then the correctness 

of the network becomes less significant. 

2.3.1 Discussions 

According to the transitivity property of the inheritance network, 

If A c- 8, and B e- C, then A c- C 

it is possible that A can inherit the properties of C through the links from A-€3, and 

B-C. Let us assume that the two link are constructed already. Should the link 

between A and C be deleted if it is later defined again? For the correctness of 

the network, it is all right to omit the new link totally; it even saves some space. 

However, keeping this link has some advantages other than correctness and 

efficiency. 

Hebb's [23] A/S ratio (A: association cortex, S: sensory cortex) goes along 

with the idea of keeping extra links. The sensory cortex consists of projection 



areas for the various sense organs; the association cortex is the remaining area, 

devoted to associations between sensory input and behavior. According to him, 

a high A/S ratio suggests a high potential for sophisticated, intelligent behavior. 

A high A/S ratio is like more communication links between processors or 

more links between "concepts" and "objects." The Connection Machine was 

based on the same idea that communication is the key factor in intelligent 

behavior (see appendix of [38]). In the three unit model, association means the 

links between PE1s in the PU and concepts (objects) in the KPU. Because there 

are more direct links from a scene in the PU to its corresponding "meanings" in 

the KPU, the system responds faster and also understands the scene more dee- - 
ply (since it has direct link to higher level nodes). 

As an example, suppose Lassie is a DOG, and DOG inherits properties from 

MAMMAL, which in turn specializes ANIMAL, which again specializes LIVINGTH- 

ING. If the link between LASSIE and LIVINGTHING is omitted, then a question 

like: "is LASSIE a LIVINGTHING?" would cause a lot of trouble. The system will 

have to "reason" in order to decide that LASSIE, which is a DOG, which is MAM- 

MAL, which is LIVINGTHING, is a LIVINGTHING. If this network is large, it may 

take much time for the search. 

Finally, let us examine a fundamental issue: whether symbolic representa- 

tion is essential for humans, and therefore, for simulating human thinking. 



Let us look at this question by examining the process of capturing abstract 

concepts by a human being. Some concepts, such as the way mathematicians 

think and the poet's imagination, are very abstract; so abstract that thoughts 

might have gone through a mathematician's or a poet's mind many times before 

they are sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will. Only after this 

stage can helshe seek signs or words to record those thoughts. Although 

thoughts without words (in mathematics or poetry) are possible as stated above, 

such thoughts are elusive and easy to forget. Tsao Pei [42], in his paper on the 

difficulty of writing, pointed out that thoughts are unrestricted and can easily be 

grandiose while words are substantial and can hardly be as grandiose. While 

pointing out the difficulty, he also spelled out the importance of good representa- 

tion skills. Therefore, "symbols are necessary; thoughts without symbols fly away 

in the wind" [23] (p. 37). 



CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN OF A KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a knowledge representation language, WenLy, is presented. 

In many ways, WenLy is similar to an object-oriented programming environment 

such as Flavor [51] in its approach to capturing knowledge. Both encapsulate 

knowledge about an object (or concept) in one packet called object or Wen; Both 

use hierarchical structures to reflect the inheritance property in concept forma- . 

However, Flavor was not used as the model for WenLy. The reason is 

mainly because of the philosophy in the design of Flavor and the implementation 

following that philosophy. In Flavor, each object is described by pre-determined 

instance variables, which means each object is so well known that every possible 

aspect of it can be defined beforehand. 

This impossible situation arises from the fact that when designing Flavor (or 

any object-oriented programming environment), the goal is to build a knowledge 

base to capture only the knowledge in a certain domain. It is not to capture the 

evolution of our understanding of the world. Therefore, in implementation, static 

data structures are used, which strangle the ease of changing the structure 

(instance variables) of an object. Our need in knowledge representation, 



however, is to have a basic structure to reflect a system's understanding of the 

world. The contents of the knowledge base is accumulated through out many 

learning and experience sessions. The structure of the knowledge base, hence, 

must be able to evolve as a function of time and knowledge capacity. 

3.1.1 Design of WenLy 

WenLy was designed with that idea and the three unit model in mind. It is to 

be used to simulate the KPU of the three units because this unit is the part that 

not only remembers the symbols of real world objects (such as the sun) but also 
I 

organizes these symbols into a complex structure to represent concepts that are 

not easily perceivable. 

The problem now is how to organize and represent knowledge so that it may 

be used effectively. Two important factors in the design of a knowledge 

representation language are the power of expression and the economy of storage 

space and processing speed. It is difficult to achieve both these objectives at the 

same time. For example, first order logic can indeed represent frames in most 

cases (see Hayes [43]), but the storage space it will take and the inference within 

will be intolerable as a working system. If we consider a rule-based system 

(which is similar to first order logic in knowledge processing) with 1000 facts, 

1000 rules, and 3 condition statements in each rule, then every rule-firing will 

take one trillion match operations. But a system that size is not at all large; 



R I  IXCON only concerns with VAX computer configuration and has around 3500 

rules [44]. 

In designing WenLy, therefore, care must be taken to compromise between 

the power of expressiveness of the language and the efficiency and feasibility of 

its implementation. 

3.2 Construction Function 

Suppose we have a dog LASSIE which is known to WenLy and we tell 

WenLy that LASSIE is a DOG. This is expressed simply as the following: 

(defWen LASSIE a Dog) where capitalized LASSIE means it is an indivi- 

dual object. 

The defwen is a macro that will cause its parameters be evaluated and a 

new Wen associated with the symbol DOG (if it has not been defined before) to 

be created. This Wen indicates that it is a generalization of LASSIE. Up to this 

point, DOG is only an idea with one clue as to what it is from the definition. We 

can further define DOG as a specialization of ANIMAL and ANIMAL a specializa- 

tion of LIVINGTHING. 

(defWen Dog a Animal) 

(defWen Animal a LivingThing) 



Now suppose we wish to include information that a DOG has legs (just as 

LASSIE has) which are defined elsewhere. This can be done by the following: 

(defWen Dog with l e g s )  

or we may wish to be more specific about the number of legs: 

(defwen Dog with ( l e g s  default  ( :number 4 )  ) ) 

This tells WenLy that a dog usually has four legs. 

In this statement, we did not repeat the information that DOG specializes 

ANIMAL. It is already included in the definition of ANIMAL and therefore is not 

necessary. 

Now we have created a class of concepts from a DOG to a LIVINGTHING. 

Its constructor is the macro defWen which looks like this: 

a 

an 

a kind o f  

an instance o f  

The descriptors such as a, an, a kind o f ,  an instance of, have the 

same effect: making wen-1 a specialization of wen-2. wen-1 inherits proper- 

ties of wen-2's and that of wen-2's ancestor's (generalization) through the spe- 

cialization links. 



defWen not only constructs the hierarchy but also organizes the most primi- 

tive concepts in the hierarchy: individual objects; 

(defWen Lass i e  ( : type  ind iv idua l )  

wi th  ( l e g s  va lue  ( :number 4 )  ) 

(color va lue  (green) ) 

. . . . . .) 

The list of properties will never end, but we do not have to worry about its com- 

pleteness. Observation and prior knowledge influence the length and contents. 

Since WenLy is the KPU's memory, the definition of an individual object such 

as LASSIE is extracted from the PU. Although a person's eyes can see all that is 

to be seen from one object, it hardly means that he can notice them or recall 

them (of course, observation is not restricted to visual perception). Therefore, 

the incompleteness of the description of an object in a single wen does not 

cause any error. 

Let us look at defWen Once more: 

(defWen Wen-name type 

(inheritance ) 

(local properties) ) 

Wen-name is a parameter for specifying the name for a wen. Notice that 

Wen-name has no meaning at all, it is just a unique symbol easy for the system to 

distinguish. 



The type parameter tells whether the wen defined is on the lowest level of 

the hierarchy or not. individual means it is the "root" of the hierarchy and is the 

"atom" in the class. LASSIE as a dog, for example, is not dividable any more. 

From the model's point of view, LASSIE is an "image" in the PU which is labeled 

as Lass ie  in the KPU. 

On the other hand, a wen might represent a concept that cannot be per- 

ceived as an individual, that is, cannot be registered in the PU1s memory. DOG, 

for example, is the class of all dogs; it is a prototype Wen. Each of the dogs is 

"an instance" of the class DOG. 

Next, the list of inheritance includes all other wen's that are generalizations 

of this wen; DOG inherits from ANIMAL and ANIMAL from LIVINGTHING. 

The following is the parameter for local properties. It is a list of association 

lists each of which has a list of values attached. 

w i t h  (<proper ty- l>  (<aspect- l> (<value- l> <comment>) 

(<value-2> <comment>) 



To represent a DOG, we may have the property list as follows: 

(with ( l e g s  default  4) 

(head default  1) 

(eyes default  2) 

(ears default  2) 

( t a i l  default  1) 

Of course, every property mentioned in the list is explained in its own wen. 

Notice that head in the property list is different from eyes or ears because . 

head is composed of these things. Why not make the property list hierarchical 

like this? 

(with (head default  1) 

( ( e y e s  default  2) 

(ears default  2 )  ) )  

( l e g s  default  4) 

( t a i l  default  1)) 

This can be explained by our claim that the A/S ratio is essential to intelli- 

gence. The hierarchical relationship can be represented by constructing the 

head hierarchy within the DOG property list (see figure 3.1). Ears and eyes 

are linked to both DOG and head directly. Hence, we can make, for example, 

the ears to represent a part of any head and also reveal some Doggish 



properties. 

Notice that the links in Figure 3.1 are two way links, therefore, in implemen- 

tation they may have to be double linked lists. 

3.3 Issues in Representation 

This section discusses some of the representation techniques embedded in 

Wenly. First of all, let us look at some considerations in its implementation. 

3.3.1 Implementation Considerations 

In Flavor [51] of Zetalisp, afEavor is the definition equivalence of a Wen. It is 

very tempting to implement WenLy in Flavor, or in a broader sense, in any 

object-oriented programming environment. In fact, some knowledge engineering 

tools such as KEE and LOOPS have already adopted this technique and are vir- 

tually different versions of object-oriented programming environments. 

The problem is that a flavor defined as 

(defflavor ship (x-position y-position 

x-velocity y-velocity 

mass) 

0 



is actually constructed upon another macro called defstruct [51] which looks 

like 

(defstruct (ship) 

x-position y-position 

x-velocity y-velocity 

mass ) 

And this is like a structure in PUI or a record in PASCAL. Under the definition, a 

structure created by defstruct will not be able to change easily. We have to 

redefine ship in order to incorporate more instance variables such as power. 

The difficulty arises in redefining the structure during program execution, the, 

values in current instance variables have to be stored before and restored upon 

redefinition. Operations involved include saving the current internal states 

(instance variables) and then expanding a macro definition (defflavor). Not 

only is it troublesome to preserve the variables but also time-consuming in so 

many macro expansions. 

Based on these considerations, we chose to implement WenLy using list 

structures which are intrinsic to Lisp. The advantages of lists are simplicity in 

structure and ease of modifications. Simplicity means the data structure is 

always list, and therefore, only one kind of control program is needed. Further- 

more, the simplicity of structure gives rise to the possibility of complex structures; 

lists can simulate any kind of data structures. A knowledge base which is 



expected to interact with the outside changes its contents often, and ease of 

modifications is highly desirable. Because the list structure is dynamic, deletions 

or insertions are relatively easy compared with other data types. 

In the three unit model, understanding comes from the PU, MU, and KPU. 

The meaning delta is a ring with three nodes hooked on it, but the three nodes 

represent the same experience (object). When implementing WenLy, which 

operates in the KPU only, we attach a Wen to the property list of wen-name so 

that an object is represented by the same Lisp atom whose property list has three 

units (see figure 3.2) The atom with print-name LASSIE is a conceptual represen- 

tation of the object LASSIE. It is attached with the three elements from the three I 

units which constitute the understanding of the dog called LASSIE. The wen 

representation of LASSIE, which is attached to the KPU of the atom with a print- 

name LASSIE, is put in a property list itself. The property list has WenType, 

Wenlnheritance, and Wenproperty as its slots. So if we define a Wen named 

"KSWang" as: 

(defWen KSWang individual 

a man 

with (name (= Kuanshen Wang) ) 

(date-of-birth (= 12/21/61) ) 

(height (= (173 :unit cm))) 

(weight (= (60 :unit kg)))) 



Then individual  will be filled in the slots under WenType, and man under 

Wenlnheritance. A list like the one shown below will be attached to the KSWang 

under the property WenProperty. 

(KSWang (name (= Kuanshen Wang) ) 

(date-of-birth (= 12/21/61)) 

(height (= (173 :uni t  cm)) 

(weight (= (60 :uni t  kg) ) 

3.3.2 Default 

This technique naturally accompanies the inheritance network. ~ e n e r a l '  

information that applies to most cases in a class is stored as defaults in the 

higher hierarchy. The defaults of superior Wens are used unless there is evi- 

dence against them, such as explicit information from the PU or MU or from a 

human being. 

For example, DOG supplies the information that a dog usually has one head, 

four legs, and one tail. 

DOG 

an value ANIMAL 

l e g s  defaul t  4 

t a i l  defaul t  1 

head defaul t  1  [zero --> dead] 



The defaul t  aspect distinguishes defaults from values. When WenLy is 

referred to any object by the name "dog", a prototype image of "dog," DOG is 

formed through this Wen. Unless there is obvious instruction in the reference, 

the image of "dog" will have one head, four legs, and one tail. 

3.3.4 Type 

An individual Wen means it is indivisible under its superior Wen. LASSIE is 

an individual Wen because under DOG, it is the basic constituent. 

A prototype Wen, like DOG, is a generalized concept formed by many lower . 

level Wens. It contains generic functions and information (such as default) for its 

specializations. 

Type is attached to the print name of a Wen. 

3.3.5 Comments 

What if one object is said to be a dog but it has zero head? The information 

in the bracket which is attached to the head property indicates that a dog is 

dead if it has not head. 

There are more applications of comments than that. They can be used to 

aid debugging [46]; they can provide information for explaining knowledge and 

reasons [47]; they can be used for the purpose of expressing uncertainty. Com- 

ments are currently used to aid debugging and expressing uncertainty. 



3.3.6 Constraints 

We can convey the idea that a dog is dead if it has no head by means other 

than comments. 

DOG 

head always 1 

Here, the aspect always constrains the possible values of number of head to 

1. The specialization of this Wen cannot override this constraint. Other con- 

straints include never and prefer.  In the inheritance network, never can . 

never be filled with the values associated with it. 

The class of constraints represented by p r e f e r  is not so easy to deal with. 

There are probabilities associated with each statement. Terms like sometimes, 

o f t e n ,  seldom, and maybe, however, are not easy to assign a number to. 

This is one of the more difficult fields of knowledge representation, and research 

have been done in Bayesian Inference [48], Fuzzy Sets [49], and The Society of 

More [38]. But up to now, none of these approaches could provide a sound solu- 

tion. The certainty factor approach used in MYClN [4], though mathematically 

less sophisticated than those above, is nevertheless as effective as any of them, 

and is easier to implement. The same tactic is used implemented in M I  [50]. 



3.4 Maintenance Functions 

Constructor builds the inheritance network, but other functions such as 

query, addition, and deletion are also needed to maintain the knowledge base. 

This section lists some of the functions and explains their use. 

3.4.1 Queries 

(WQuery Wen property) 

This function probes into the wen and returns the values of property. 

There are many options. Listed below are some of them. 

(1) (WQueryValue Wen property) 

This function fetches the value aspect of the property under wen. 

(2) ( WAccessWen Wen) 

It returps the content of Wen, including WenType, Wenlnheritance, and 

Wenproperty. It can be used with printing functions as output. 

(3) (WAccessClass Wen) 

It returns all Wens in the class that are superior to the current wen. It can 

be used to inspect the inheritance network. 

(4) (WQueryI nheritance Wen property) 



Returns a value for property of Wen. The function first probes into the 

current Wen, and then it goes through its superiors in the class to look for, in 

order, always, value, default. 

3.4.2 Addition 

(1) (WAddValue Wen property value) 

It adds value to property of wen under aspect "value." It also checks to 

insure that value does not conflict with the definition of its superiors. 

(2) (WAddInheritance Wen-1 Wen-2) 

This function adds wen-2 to the inheritance list of Wen-1. It checks if 

wen-1 is superior to wen-2 already; no cycles are allowed. 

(3) (WAddDemon Wen property aspect DemonName) 

It adds a "Demon" to wen. Aspect specifies what kind of demon it is. 

Demons will be explained in the next chapter. 

3.4.3 Deletion 

(1) (WDeleteValue Wen property) 

It deletes the value under property of Wen. 

(2) (WDeleteInheritance Wen-1 Wen-2) 



It deletes wen-2 from the inheritance list of wen-1. 

(3) (WDeleteDemon Wen property aspect) 

It deletes the demon under the aspect of the property of wen. 

3.4.4 Predicates 

(1) (WSuperiorWen? Wen-1 Wen-2) 

If wen-1 is in the inheritance network, then wen-2 can be superior to 

wen-1 only if it is in the network already. This function returns T if wen-1 

specializes wen-2. 

(2) (WImmediateSuperiorWen? Wen-1 Wen-2) 

Both have to be in the network. It returns T if wen-2 is immediately supe- 

rior to Wen-1 . 

(3) (WSubordinateWen? Wen-1 Wen-2) 

Both have to be in the network. It returns T if wen-2 specializes wen-1. 

(4) (WIfWen? Name) 

It returns WenType if Name represents a defined Wen, and NIL otherwise. 

Two other functions, WIndividualWen? and WPrototypeWen?, deter- 

mine if WenType is individual or prototype. 

(5) (WMatchWen? Wen-1 Wen-2) 



It returns wen-2 if they are alike. It checks wen-1, wen-2, and their 

superiors for conflicts in always, never, and default values. 

3.4.5 Printing Functions 

(1) (WShowWen Wen) 

This function prints Wen including WenType, wenxnheritance , and 

(2) (WShowClass Wen) 

It prints wen and wen's superiors. This funciton is often used in collabora- . 

tion with WAccessClass. 



CHAPTER 4 

REASONING MECHANISMS 

4.1 Procedural Knowledge 

Most of the functions mentioned in last chapter are concerned with the 

so-called declarative knowledge. There is one function, however, that deals 

with procedures; WAddDemon adds a "demon" to a designated Wen. A 

demon is actually only another procedure. It is filled in a property of a Wen 

like an ordinary value. But when special situations occur, a demon will be 

activated to achieve certain tasks. 

Traditionally, demons are categorized into three types called if-needed, 

if-added, and if-deleted. If-needed demons are activated when values are 

requested from the property the demons are filled. They will somehow come 

up with an answer for the request and that is how they get their names from. 

If-added demons are activated when values are filled into it residence as if- 

deleted demons are when values are taken away from their residence. They 

are very useful; among other things, they help manage the knowledge base, 

communicate with other units, and perform reasoning within WenLy. We will 

examine demons' functions in the following sections. 



4.1.1 Demons 

If we define a Wen named KSWang by the function 

(defWen KSWang individual 

a man 

with (DOB (= 12/21/61)) 

.......... 
(age (if -needed ComputeAge) ) ) 

In this example, the value following if-needed is a demon (procedure 

name). If we want to know the age of KSWang, and there is no value associ- 

ate with this property, then the demon ComputeAge is activated to get an 

answer. The demon, CornputeAge, in this case, will subtract the year 

KSWang was born from the current year. 

A very popular if-needed demon is a query function which asks the 

outside world for direct answer or help. This kind of demon is also popular in 

rule-based systems to help the inference engine gather the so-called "meta- 

data" (MI [50]). 

But the effect is not limited to the current demon; it has access to every 

property of the current Wen and all Wens that are linked to the Wen. One 

demon can activate other demons in the same Wen or other Wens, and those 

demons will in turn activate others. For example, suppose ComputeAge is 

like this: 



ComputeAge: 

return (d i f ference  Currentyear YearBorn) 

The Currentyear, and YearBorn are both demons that are activated by 

ComputeAge. 

4.1.2 Functions that deals with Demons 

Defining a demon is the same as defining a function. We can use the 

special form de to create a function: 

(de (ComputeAge Wen) 

(difference GetCurrentYear GetYearBorn)) 

and then use WAddDemon to put it in a certain Wen, 

(WAddDemon KSWang age if-needed ComputeAge) 

Or, we use the following function: 

(def Demon ComputeAge 

(KSWang age i f  -needed) 

( (  dif ference  GetCurrentYear GetYearBorn)) 

A general form for WAddDemon is 

(defDemon DemonName 

(WenName property Demonoption) 

( body 1 )  



What we need now is access functions to activate i f  -needed demons. 

The most basic of access form would be for the function to first try to get 

value locally. If it fails, then try a default value. If it fails again, then it looks 

for i f  -needed aspects. The function is used as follows: 

(WAccessVDD Wen property) 

where v, D, and D represent value, default ,  and demon respectively. 

Similarly, the following functions will activate if-added and i f -  

deleted demons. 

(WAdd Wen property aspect value) 

( W D e l e t e  Wen property aspect value) 

4.1.3 Knowledge Base Maintenance 

w ~ d d  and W D e l e t e  not only add or delete information to or from the 

knowledge base; they also help maintain the correctness of the knowledge 

base by the demons they invoke. The two types of demon enforce some 

integrity rules imposed by the designer. 

The addition of an entry to the knowledge base will inevitably change the 

current state and pose the data dependency problem [53]. ~f -added  

demons serve as the mechanism of data dependency which is like a note 

recording what other entries will be effected upon the assertion of the current 



data. For example, the function 

(WAddInheritance Wen-1 Wen-2) 

changes the content of Wen-1's inheritance list which makes Wen-2 one of its 

superiors in the network. At this time, an if -added demon for inheritance is 

invoked and adds Wen-1 to Wen-2's specialization instances. 

Another example of the use of an if-added demon is to check for 

inconsistency between incoming data and the knowledge base. In the exam- 

ple of LASSIE, the inheritance is 

ANIMAL --> MAMMAL --> DOG --> LASSIE 

If we define one of MAMMAL'S property as "it never lays eggs," then a 

never aspect is constructed in MAMMAL. Suppose an attempt is made to 

add the fact that "LASSIE (or any dog) laid an egg." This addition to the 

knowledge base invokes an if-added demon called WCheckCon- 

sistency which compares the added item with the network. If there is not 

problem, then nothing happens. However, if an inconsistency is discovered, 

then either the network has to be adjusted or the attempt to add an entry is 

dropped. 

The same thing happens to if -deleted demons. 

4.1.4 Sequence of Demon Activation 



There may be more than one demon attached to one property. When 

this happens, a sequence problem arises; should the demons attached to the 

property be all activated or just one of them allowed to run? If only one is to 

run, which one? If all of them are to run, which one of them should be given 

priority? These problems are important on the conceptual level as well as on 

the implementation level. 

Let us look at the example below. Suppose the Wen definition for 

KSWang is 

KSWang 

DOB i f  -needed (Ask Check) 

. . . .... 
age if-needed (Ask ComputeAge Guess Check) 

and WenLy is interested in knowing KSWang's age. Since no value can be 

found in age, if-needed demons are invoked instead. But unlike last time 

when only ComputeAge was there, now we have four demons. 

On the conceptual level, choosing which one to run first or deciding a 

sequence depends much on the context. When it comes to the point of 

weighing many factors in reaching decisions, traditional Al approaches have 

yet to find a good solution. A promising approach currently being pursued is 

connectionism. Connectionist systems involve computations unsing large net- 



works of linked nodes where weights on links and nodes are the loci of com- 

putation. The network is trained to learn the decision making process by 

adjusting the weights (see [54]). However, current connectionism research, 

whether in representation [55] [56], or in learning [57] , is still concentrating on 

low level issues. 

In implementation, there are two options. One way is to let the sequence 

of execution be assigned when the demons are defined. Flavor adopts this 

scheme and has around fifteen standard combination styles [51]. But this 

would restrict the behavior of Wen seriously. It looses flexibility from then on. 

The other way would be to associate a comment to each of the if- 

needed demons, and let the functions that invoke them decide the sequence 

by the help of comments. The decision is still made by the programmer here; 

he has to code the preference into the invocation functions. But this scheme 

is much more flexible because the decision step is expressed explicitly in the 

program instead of implicitly in the structure of the program. 

In this case, KSWang would look like this, 

KSWang 

age if -needed ( (Ask [ : type request] ) 

(ComputeAge [ : type deduction] ) 

(Check [ : type search] ) 

(Guess [ :type guess] ) ) 



and the 3ype comments help the program to decide the sequence. 

4.2 Reasoning in WenLy 

In the preceding section, we have shown the use of demons in maintain- 

ing the knowledge base. In fact, demons can do more than that; they are to 

WenLy what inference engines are to rule-based systems. In this section 

and the next, we will examine reasoning mechanisms in WenLy, including dis- 

cussions concerning possible parallelism in reasoning. 

4.2.1 Demons as Rules 

Whenever it is raining, people always conclude that the yard must be 

wet. Rule-based systems would reason as follows. 

There are rules about weather and its relationship with the world. In this 

case, there is a rule: 

If it rains 

then the  yard i s  w e t .  

If the fact [it rains]  is asserted then the preceding rule is activated (fired) 

and the then part becomes the conclusion of this reasoning, which is the 

yard i s  w e t .  



In WenLy, the procedure is similar. In a Wen representing WEATHER, a 

property of it tells whether it is raining. A demon is attached to this property. 

Now if it rains, then this property of WEATHER is filled with "rain" and, also, 

the demon is activated. The demon brings up the subject and fills w e t  into 

YARD. 

To represent uncertainty, the rule can be modified to accommodate cer- 

tainty factors [4], [47], 1501, 1581. 

If it rains 

then the  yard i s  wet. cf:  98. 

where cf: 98 means a certainty factor of 98 (out of 100, using MI'S conven- 

tion). The high certainty factor show it is very possible that the yard is wet. 

In WenLy, this is accomplished by comments. 

WEATHER 

rain value 

if-added Affectyard [:cf 981 

The : cf option will be translated as "almost certain" that the yard is wet. 

4.2.2 Goal-directed Reasoning 

By goal-directed we mean that a "goal" is given and the system has to 

either verify it or accomplish (instantiate) it. In rule-based systems, the 



equivalent concept is backward chaining. This reasoning scheme has been 

used for diagnosis (MYCIN [4]) because of its nature is to reason from symp- 

tons to its causes. 

In WenLy, goal-directed reasoning is carried out by "instantiation" of a 

goal Wen. Instantiation means filling the Wen with specific instances during 

which many demons will be activated. Suppose WenLy wants to verify what 

made the yard wet. It starts with constructing the goal Wen, a wet yard. 

YARD 

. . . 
ground value w e t  

if-added Checksource [ : type  deduction 

: d i r e c t i o n  backward] 

Then the demon in ground will check it out by inquiring of related Wens. 

Notice that we use comments again to help identify intention. There are many 

demons attached to the same property, yet we are only interested in the 

cause of its being wet. There is no need to activate irrelevant demons. This 

policy is called the principle of parsimony which has been applied in PIP [59] to 

prevent an exponential explosion of hypothesis generation. 

4.2.3 Data-directed Reasoning 



This is similar to forward chaining in rule-based reasoning. Its application 

areas include design [S] and prediction [60]. 

In rule-based systems, this means the If part (or left hand side) is 

matched against the data and if there is a match, the then part (or right hand 

side) is activated. 

In WenLy, the procedure is the same except that the left hand sides are 

properties in the Wens. They are like the triggers to the demons residing in 

them. The matching of these properties with facts will activate the demons 

inside these properties, and the demons will further activate other Wens as a 

new state. 

Any Wens that are activated by demons are like hypotheses in a human 

reasoning process. They are pursued further if new facts activate their 

demons. Thus the process goes on and on until at last the final steady state 

is reached. 

Figure 4.1 shows the concept of demons and their triggers. 

4.3 Parallelism in Reasoning - 
Parallel Activation of Demons 

Listed below is an abridged function definition for w ~ d d  which invokes 

if -added demons. 



(de (WAdd Wen property aspect value) 

(if 

(WAddValue wen property aspect value) 

( (mapcar #' (lambda (x) 

(mapcar #' (lambda (demon) 

(funcall demon Wen aspect)) 

(WAccess x aspect if -added) ) ) 

(WAccessClass Wen)) 

value) 

Here is one of the functions that activate one type of demons -- the if-added 

demon. The first clause of if simply add the value to the Wen, then the 

second one takes over. It goes through every demon in the list of if-added 

aspects (by the inner mapcar) and evaluates the demons (accomplished by 

the funcall). The outer mapcar makes sure that not only those demons 

local to the Wen but also those in higher levels are activated (WAccessClass 

returns all the Wens that are linked to the current one by inheritance links). 

To achieve our goal of parallel activation, we can parallelize the mapcar 

function which in turn parallelizes the activation of demons. Each of the active 

demons is a single trace of reasoning and can be viewed as an individual pro- 

cess. It can be dispatched to a processor for execution. This is comparable 

to parallel rule-firings in rule-based systems because they both pursue multi- 



ple reasoning paths simultaneously. 

The approach adopted here is to embed the system on parallel Lisp. 

Fortunately, there have been a few works in parallelizing Lisp. Multilisp [61] 

and Butterfly Lisp [62], among others, are examples of this enterprise. Both 

Multilisp and Butterfly Lisp use the future mechanism as the basic task 

constructor. Concurrency can be introduced into the program by the expres- 

sion: 

(future <s-expression>) 

Its evaluation immediately returns a future for the value of <s- 

expression> and creates a task to concurrently evaluate <s- 

expression>, allowing concurrency between the computation of a value and 

the use of that value. 

The example w ~ d d  given earlier that activates if-added demons uses a 

function called mapcar. 

(de (recursive-mapcar fnc-name list) 

(cond ( (null list) 

nil) 

(t (cons (future (function (car list))) 

(future (revised-mapcar 

fnc-name 



A call to recurs ive-mapcar  creates two tasks and returns a cons cell 

consisting of two futures. This immediately enables the use of the result of 

the function before it is really evaluated. 

Recall that in the function w ~ d d ,  there are two mapcars in a nested 

fashion. The tasks initiated by the outer mapcar ,  even if the r e c u r s i v e -  

mapcars are used, still have to wait for the results of those by the inner call. 

Notice that the second argument for the outer mapcar is value and it is 

quite uncommon to add a long list of values to a Wen. Therefore, we can say 

that the nested calls are virtually one iteration. Multiple demons are activated 

almost concurrently by virtue of the future construct. What is more, we can 

see that the parallelism is not confined to multiple demons of a Wen but is 

extended to multiple demons of multiple Wens (ancestors of the current Wen). 

Since the demons of a WenLy reasoning system are the most "active" 

parts (they have to modify Wens, activate other Wens, etc.), we choose it as 

the one to be parallelized. Due to the nature of the data structure, parallelism 

in this type of system cannot be exploited as much as it can be in numerical 

computation applications. 

Through our experience with multiple demon activation, we can look at it 

as modeling the human mind. In sequencing the demons, other than the two 

schemes discussed in section 4.1.4, we could have yet another model. If we 

assume that there are several processors which carry active Wens 



(hypotheses), then the multiple demons can be placed on those processors 

and run at once. 



CHAPTER 5 

APPLICATION IN ROBOTICS 

5.1 A Scenario 

Suppose an astronaut is performing extra-vehicular activities (EVA) outside 

the space station. His task is to fix a malfunctioned satellite. During the mission, 

he accidentally looses one of his tools and has to watch it drift away. It may not 

be a good idea for the astronaut to go out and retrieve the tool. There is potential 

danger, for instance, the fuel in the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) might not 

be enough for a round trip and the astronaut will drift away himself. This is the 

time to call upon a robot to do the dangerous work. The robot is called the EVA 

Retriever. It is equipped with an MMU to fly in the space. It has one tracker to 

search for and track on targets. A 3-D mapper provides range data for objects 

being tracked by the tracker. The two arms it has can reach out and grab the tar- 

get. Thus, the robot can search for the lost tool, track it, go for it, and grab it. 

The robot then start the second round of actions which will direct itself to the 

astronaut. 

The prototype EVA Retriever is being built at the NASA Johnson Space 

Center. The central computer for the system is a four-processor transputer. The 

communication between the tracker, the mapper, the MMU, the arms and the 

central computer is through two separate Bit Buses. Since the robot is intended 



to operate in the space, it is placed on the Precision Air Bearing Floor to simulate 

the effect of weightless environment. There are a tool, a picture of an astronaut, 

and a home base as possible targets. 

5.2 The Three Units 

We will discuss the capabilities of the three units and see how WenLy can 

be used as the KPU to work with the other two units to represent the world of the 

robot. 

5.2.1 The PU 

The robot has a tracker that can identify the following parameters: aspect 

ratio, orientation, size, azimuth, and elevation. When asked to search for a tar- 

get, it matches candidate targets with the models it has. For the EVA Retriever, 

three models are available, the tool, the astronaut, and the home base. The 

other sensor is called the mapper which provides range data according to the 

azimuth and elevation given by the tracker. With the range data, the motion unit 

can decide whether the candidate target matches the model in size. If every 

parameter is matched, then the candidate is locked on as the target. 

This sensor fusion between the tracker and the mapper reduces image pro- 

cessing work on both sensor. For example, the tracker provides positions of pos- 

sible targets and the mapper simply process the corresponding areas. This is a 

favorable way of implementing the independent processing elements (PE) as 

mentioned in Chapter 2. 



5.2.2 The MU 

There are three functions concerning motion: the MMU, the arms, and the 

hands. The MMU is capable of rotation and translation. Thus, the MMU can 

rotate left or right, move forward, backward, to the left, or to the right. The arms 

have two state: arm-down and arm-reach. The hands are either open or closed. 

The state of the MU can be represented as 

(rotate, translate, I-arm, I-hand, r-arm, I-hand) 

5.2.3 The KPU 

Since knowledge is a reflection of experience, the elements in the KPU 

would certainly reflect the first-hand experience of the PU and MU. The tuples 

(aspect-ratio, orientation, ...), and 

(rotate, translate, I-arm, ...) 

in the KPU correspond to the state of the PE's in the PU and MU. 

These elements constitute the most basic foundation of the concept of an 

object. The object "tool" can be described as 

(aspect-ratio = 115, orientation = 0, size = 20) 

Apparently, this set of parameters are supported directly by real experience. 

They are all detectable by the sensory mechanism. Knowledge of the world is 

based on these sensory information. These simple forms of knowledge are then 

developed into complicated structure to represent deeper understanding of the 



objects and their relationship. 

The next higher level in the structure is knowledge supported by (or deduced 

from) sensory information, such as range rate (velocity) or rotation rate. There 

are other facts that are supported partially by sensory information, for instance, 

the acceleration is supported by range and range rate. 

The highest level in the knowledge structure is composed of those that have 

no direct relation with the sensory or motion information, for instance, the fact 

that the robot is moving at (range rate >= x) and (target = astronaut) should force 

the robot to slow down. By organizing many similar instances to the one above, 

a mission can be defined and executed. A mission in this example will require 

the robot to search for the target, get the target, go to the astronaut, and go 

home. 

5.3 How the Robot Works 

When a robot is asked to accomplish a task, it first of all forms a gestalt Wen, 

a prototype Wen containing all the information concerning the mission [21]. This 

prototype Wen is a little different from other prototype Wens in that it does not 

reside in the inheritance network as an abstraction of sensory data. It is a Wen in 

the superstructure derived from the sensory data. Therefore, we assign a new 

WenType, pattern, to this type of Wen. 

According to the gestalt Wen, the reasoning mechanisms will arrange a plan 

for the mission and interact with the MU and PU to actually perform every step of 



the pian. 

Suppose the robot is asked to fetch the drifting tool for the astronaut, a ges- 

talt Wen for this will be as depicted in Figure 5.1. First, a Wen called MISSION 

is copied from a prototype mission already defined in the knowledge base. Its 

WenType is filled with pattern. The execution of the mission is the process of 

filling the slots of the mission pattern. This slot-filling is called instantiation. The 

three types of demons may be attached to the slots and activated during instan- 

tiation. 

After the gestalt Wen is formed, the first slot to be filled is the target. The 

Wen for the concept "target" is associated such things as target ID, position, etc. 

The target ID will show that it is the tool that the robot is going for. An if-added 

demon is attached to the slot "target." As soon as this slot is filled with "tool", the 

demon is activated to search for the tool and lock on it whenever possible. 

The demon accomplishes searching and tracking of the target by sending a 

message to the MU and PU to direct their work. Figure 5.2 shows a possible 

demon for this purpose. 

This search and track demon will either find the target or report a failure. If it 

does find the target, it will activate another demon to move the robot towards the 

target. Upon successful execution, this demon will activate yet another one. 

Thus, one by one, the demons associated with each slot are activated and carry 

out the mission. 



After the robot has grabbed the tool, the focus of this mission changes. The 

first target has been acquired, now it is the second target, the astronaut. The 

instantiation of this slot makes another round of demon activations and instantia- 

tions. In this case, another set of Wens in the network are drawn to attention. By 

being drawn to attention, we mean that the Wens are closely related to the one 

being instantiated. For example, when the second target of this mission is being 

instantiated, the Wen representing the astronaut is the focus of attention, and the 

related Wens such as "hands" or "space suits" will also be easily accessible from 

the astronaut. 

The shift of focus and multiple Wen in attention were explored in a medical 

expert system [59] except that its reasoning was based on a knowledge base (of 

frames) and a set of rule that operates on the frames. In WenLy, the reasoning is 

done in each slot of the Wen. There is no inference rule in WenLy comparable to 

that of PIP [59] or Goldworks [65]. 

Using Wen to direct a sequence of events to accomplish a task reminds one 

of the Script [34]. The instantiation of a Wen as a reasoning process and as a 

sequence of actions makes it different from the Script. The sequence of an event 

is not always executed as predefined. It depends on the situation at the specific 

moment. WenLy is also different from Script in that WenLy can represent 

knowledge that is not specific to certain events. 



WenLy is certainly different from rule-based systems. Rule-based systems 

only operate on the superstructure in the knowledge hierarchy. The assumption 

for rule-based systems is that knowledge consists of only rational reasons and 

facts. Rule-based systems are good, however, at engineering problems where 

the domain is well defined and the designer clearly knows the relations between 

abstract concepts (represented as symbolic facts or rules) and physical objects. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

Because the concepts surrounding Al are very confusing and many 

viewpoints are held, we have introduced our view of Al and related topics 

such as knowledge representation in Chapter 1 to set up a foundation for later 

discussions. A model for Al is proposed in Chapter 2. The model is com- 

posed of three functional units, namely, the perception unit, the motion unit, 

and the knowledge processing unit. Each unit can be viewed as independent 

machines functionally, but they have strong ties in knowledge representation. 

The meaning of a concept is expressed in the meaning delta which is a ring 

with three connectors, and it is understood by the three aspect in the delta. 

Following the model, we present a knowledge representation language 

called WenLy which is designed to govern the knowledge processing unit. 

Discussion of its structure is carried out and explanation of some functions is 

provided also. The next topic is reasoning mechanisms in WenLy, which is 

included in Chapter 4. Demons and their application to serve reasoning are 

introduced. A parallel demon activation paradigm and its relation with reason- 

ing are presented. Finally, we talk about the concept of learning because 

many believe that learning is one of the most crucial criteria for intelligence. 

By a scenario of man-machine interaction, we present a way for WenLy to 



reason and, upon deficiency of knowledge, to learn. 

Many researchers have already recognized the importance of knowledge 

in artificial intelligence. The booming field of knowledge engineering is a 

proof. As a result of the effort to capture human knowledge, knowledge 

representation systems are actively sought after. Systems such as ART, 

KEE, OPS 5, LOOPS, SlIM1, NEOMYCIN, and FLAVOR, are products of this 

pursuit. However, their design philosophy is that they are trying to capture an 

expert's knowledge of a certain field. It is assumed that the expert only 

requires domain specific knowledge to solve the problems. When the need 

for common sense knowledge was recognized [43], some tried the approach 

of seeking a general problem solving scheme such as temporal logic [63] or 

naive physics [64], which had been the original A1 approach before knowledge 

representation arose in the seventies. Because of the history of Al develop- 

ment, knowledge engineering tools such as FLAVOR have a top-down 

design, a design that defines high level concepts before identifying an 

instance of them. This approach assumes there is a person with "total" 

knowledge of the domain and he "creates" the world (domain). Therefore, he 

can assign properties to a concept and then create an instance of it. 

Thus, object-oriented programming uses static data structures (by def s- 

truct) to represent an object [51]. TElRESlAS [29], a system for transfer- 

ring knowledge to rule-based expert system, uses rule-models which are also 



top-down in nature. 

To emphasize the bottom up approach, we have proposed the three unit 

model where basic knowledge is tied up with perception and motion; the net- 

work in the KPU is constructed from instances. The inheritance network is 

built by abstracting the idea dog from an instance LASSIE instead of defining 

a dog and then make an instance out of it. 

List structure truly fulfills the merit of WenLy. Since WenLy representa- 

tion is a type of semantic network, list provides a uniform structure; the atoms 

form a network by links. But on top of that, there is another layer of network, 

and so on. A hierarchy exists in WenLy but not in the simple form of semantic 

network. Thus, list gives the system dual properties: uniform data yet 

hierarchical structure. 

On a $igher level, questions should be asked whether the human reason- 

ing process is parallel or sequential? If it is parallel, in what pattern is it laid 

out? If it is sequential, does it mean our quest for parallel reasoning is in 

vain? Through our experience with multiple demon activation, we can look at 

it as modeling the human mind. Those concurrent active demons go into the 

knowledge base (our minds) and make changes in those Wens that are 

related to themselves. This process never ends and the knowledge base is 

thus maintained. We pose a question here concerning the computation (of 

the demons) in the background: Is it possible for such systems to simulate 



human mind because they both work at a time when their minds are on other 

things? 

Because of the incorporation of the MU and the PU, it is tempting to liken 

them to the procedural knowledge and the declarative knowledge proposed by 

the two sides. But knowledge is more than "knowing that," and "knowing 

how." The sense of "knowing" for both the proceduralist and the declarativist 

somehow implies the conscious knowledge, that is, the superstructure, or the 

relationship built on the basic elements. In either case, knowledge has been 

categorized as rational excluding physical. 

Since the sensory knowledge forms the basic elements of the knowledge 

structure, perception and motion should be regarded as knowledge itself. 

More importantly, this kind of knowledge should be viewed as the primary 

form of knowledge. And then the superstructure is built on this. When the 

superstructure is well developed, it can help the sense or motion units to per- 

form finer work. This is the relationship between the sensory knowledge and 

the rational knowledge. They are interrelated and in-divisible; the sensory 

knowledge is developed into rational knowledge, then the rational knowledge 

turns around and helps the sensory organisms, which again collect more sen- 

sory knowledge. This process goes on and on, and thus constitute the 

development of a knowledge base. 



Knowledge is dynamic and structured. It is dynamic because it is tied to 

so many sensory organisms that never stops collecting knowledge from the 

world. It is structured because it is composed not only of the sensory 

knowledge but also rational knowledge which is built upon sensory knowledge 

through practice and reason. If a knowledge-based system does not meet the 

criteria, then it is no different from an algorithm-based system. Of course, 

WenLy itself has yet to become a truly knowledge-based system because the 

effort was to make a system that conforms to the structural criterion. The net- 

work is built from the basic sensory knowledge and the superstructure only 

reflects this objective world. From the example shown, it does not seem criti- 

cal. For the world of the EVA Retriever robot is a extremely limited one. We 

as the designers know its world, in other words, the designers are the creator 

of this miniature world. 

In a sense, all engineering work are like creating a miniature world. 

When Al is applied to engineering, there is no reason why Al should simulate 

true intelligent being. In this case, it is just another tool of the engineers. But 

when our goal is to achieve artificial intelligence, the approach should be dif- 

ferent. The world of the system is the world its designers reside. The 

designers can teach (program) the system whatever they know about the 

world. But even the designers' knowledge is developing all the time. Should 

they modify the robot (or whatever system) every moment they see something 

different? How much time will it take for such a system to be programmed 



with so much knowledge? Even a human needs 20 years to learn a fraction 

of the knowledge already acquired by the human being. Although the Drey- 

fuses [8] are pessimistic about the future of Al, their criticism has been mainly 

on the metaphysical viewpoints adopted by most Al research. If we look at 

intelligence as the proper application of correct knowledge and knowledge as 

the proper reflection of the objective world, the sensory and motion mechan- 

isms are truly most crucial. Traditionally, Al has been focused on the super- 

structure of the sensory and motor knowledge, the rational knowledge. The 

purpose of this work is to stress the importance of the more basic knowledge. 

The design of WenLy is an attempt to reflect the nature of the structure of 

knowledge in the part (the KPU) where the superstructure is the maintained. 

The sense and motion capabilities are the gateway for knowledge in (learning) 

and out of (in the form of intelligence) the system and their bandwidths decide 

the system's level of intelligence. 



(DEFUN PICK-UP (OBJECT) 
(IF (NOT (TOP-CLEAR OBJECT) 

(CLEAR-TOP OBJECT)) 
(GRASP OBJECT)) 

PICK-UP (- PUT-DOWN 

TOP-CLEAR 

CLEAR-TOP 
ll 

GRASP 

FIG 2.1 The blocks world in SHRDLU. 
Every word in its vocabulary is made of 
procedures. 



R1 IXCON rule: 

IF: The most current active context is putting 
the unibus modules in the backplane in 

some box, 

AND: it has been determined which module to try 
to put in a backplane, 

AND: .... 

THEN: Enter the context of verifying panel space 
for a multiplexer 

Fig. 2.2 RIIXCON is made of a knowledge base and 
an inference engine. 
The rule shown above is an example of the 
3500 rules in the knowledge base. 



KPU: The Knowledge Processing Unit 
PU: The Perception Unit 
MU: The Motion Unit 

PU: 
Vision, 
Speech 

Fig. 2.3(a) Block diagram of the 
Three Unit model. 

PU: 
P E's 

- 

color shape size 

KPU 
Reason 

Fig. 2.3(b) PE's are independent of each other. 
This is modified from the Society of 

Mind [38]. 

Plan 

MU: 
Arms, 
Hands 

- 



A 

I ~ E I  P L ~  P L ~  PEn 
I 

I red round arms hands 

Fig. 2.4 Looking at the Sun. 
The PEfs are associated with the nodes 

in the KPU. 



SUN 

p r i n t -  color temp. 
name other 

I 
properties 

I 

sun red high 

Fig. 2.5 The concept SUN is associated with many 
"properties" from the PU, and also links 

from other concept in the KPU. 

KPU 

1 sun I 

Fig. 2.6 When another concept reminds the KPU 
of "SUN", the link from "SUN" activates the 

MU, and the MU activates the PU. 



Watson I 

newspaper 
Baker 
Street 

Fig. 2.7 The Sherlock Holmes Model. 

micro-computer 

Fig. 2.8 Microcomputer specializes the concept 
"computer". 



Fig. 2.9 An inheritance network. 
Notice that it may have links that are redundant. 



L: logical variable 
i, j, k: integers 
R: partially ordered relation 

begin L := FALSE; 
for i = 1 to n do 

if x(i) (NOT R) x(i) then exit; 
for i = 2 to n do 

for j = 1 to i - 1 do 
begin if (x(i) R x(j)) AND (xu) R x(i)) then exit; 

if x(i) R x(j) then 
for k = 1 to n do 

if (x(j) R x(k)) AND (x(k) R x(j)) then exit; 
else for k = 1 to n do 

if (x(i) R x(k)) AND x(k) R x(j)) then exit; 
end; 

L := TRUE 
end. 

Fig. 2.10 An algorithm to test inheritance network. 



Fig. 3.1 Wen for "dog". 
The concept "head" is part of "dog", but includes 
other concepts like "ears," "eyes," and "nose." 

I 

LASS l E 

QPU 

I I 

I KPU 

I .... 

1 type individual 

ears eyes nose legs t a i l  

. . . . 

inheritance 
dog, mammal, 
animal 

I properties _ 
ars, eyes, ... 

Fig. 3.2 The representation of LASSIE in the KPU. 



t r iggers 

/ "c 

Fig. 4.1 Demons and their triggers. 
When the triggers are matched, the 
corresponding demons are activated. 



ORDER = Get the tool for me. 

I I I I .... 
target action f rom t o 

ORDER = Get the tool for me. 

I .... 
target action f rom f o r  

tool fetch home astro- 
naut 

Fig 5.1 The Wen for the order. 
The target slot is filled with tool, which will 

activate a demon to search for the tool. 
When the action is filled with fetch, the demon 
"fetchWis activated. 



Fetch 

WenType prototype 

Inheritance action 

o bj value: object 
demon: FindObject 

for value: astronaut 
demon: FindMaster 

from value: location 
demon: FindLocation 

to value: location 
demon: FindLocation 

actions demons FindObject 
Rendezvous 
Grapple 

GoHome 

Fig. 5.2 Wen for "fetch". 
"Fetch" will look for the target if the target is 

not yet assigned. 
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